CLUSTER VISUALIZATION AND NONLINEAR PROJECTION TECHNIQUES FOR BIOLOGICAL SEQUENCES
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Abstract: The present study devises two techniques for visualizing biological sequence data clusterings. The Sequence Data Density Display (SDDD) and Sequence Likelihood Projection (SLP) visualizations represent the input symbolical sequences in a lower-dimensional space in such a way that the clusters and relations of data elements are preserved as faithfully as possible. The resulting unified framework incorporates directly raw symbolical sequence data (without necessitating any preprocessing stage), and moreover, operates on a pure unsupervised basis under complete absence of prior information and domain knowledge.
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1. Introduction

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA) and chain molecules are characteristic paradigms of sequence data which are intrinsically encoded in either the four-letter alphabet of nucleotides or the twenty-letter alphabet of amino acids. As a result, machine learning approaches that are in position to incorporate and process such symbolical sequence data have proven effective for modeling, processing and analyzing biological molecules. On the contrary, machine learning techniques that are able to process numerical data can be employed only after imposing a preprocessing stage in order to transform symbolical sequences to numerical data spaces. Nevertheless, additional computational complexity, and frequently, loss of information are inevitable aftereffects of such preprocessing transformations.

One common situation in early stages of bioinformatics projects is that the only available information comes in the form of symbolical sequence data (viz. DNA, RNA and protein sequences); any other kind of prior information or domain
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